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A.l.(a). Read the first activity, read the extract and then do all the activities: 10 marks. 

A.l.Complete the following : 

l.To Jo, the fine house seemed

2

2.Jo swept a path around the garden for___________________________

Meg went back to toast her feet and read " Ivanhoe " ;and Jo began to dig paths with

great energy. The snow was light, and with her broom she soon swept a path around the

garden, for Beth to walk in when the sun came out and the invalid dolls needed air. Now, the

garden separated the Marches' house from that of Mr. Laurence. Both stood in suburb of the

city, which was still country like, with groves and lawns, large gardens, and quiet streets. A

low hedge parted the two estates. On one side was an old, brown house, looking rather bare

and shabby, robbed of the vines that in summer covered its walls and flowers, which then

surrounded it. On the other side was a stately stone mansion, plainly betokening every sort

of comfort and luxury, from the big coach house and well- kept grounds to the conservatory and the 
glimpses of lovely things one caught between the rich curtains. Yet it seemed a lonely, lifeless

sort of house, for no children frolicked on the lawn, no motherly face ever smiled at the windows, 
and few people went in and out, except the old gentleman and his grandson.

A.2. Bring out the contrast between the two houses with the help of the following

2points

House of LaurenceHouse of March

(a)l.old brown house
y

(b) well- kept grounds2.

(c)3.. children played all around

(d) no motherly face smiled at the windows4.



\*f

A.B. Complete the following:

The comparison of the two houses is done to show that 

A.4. How do you help your friends.? Narrate at least one incident from your life. 2 

A.5.Give one word for the following'^ -f yovto /Tv?. eX4yct,ct"# 2

a. A historical novel by Walter Scott

b. Small groups of trees

c. lmpressive

d. Played cheerfully 

A.l.B. Grammar:

Do as directed.

1.1 advise you to pay attention.

(Rewrite beginning with 'You,

2. It's unclean.

2

2

)

(Add a question tag )

A.2.(a).Read the extract and do the activities that follow it. 

I lay on the grass, at ease 

Looking up through leaves at the blue 

Blind sky, at the finches as they flew

8 Marks

And flitted through the dappled green.

While bees in an ecstasy drank

Of nectar from each bloom and the sun sank

Swiftly, and the stars turned in the sky 

And moon- moths and singing crickets and I 

Yes, I! — praised Night and Stars and tree : 

That small, the cherry, grown by me.

A.l.State whether the statements are true or false. 2

a.Birds and insects were benefited from the tree

b. The poem has a message about the importance of trees

c. The poet repents planting the cherry tree

d. The poet expresses his praise for the cherry tree



A.2.Find examples from the extract of the following and write down the lines.

a. Alliteration

b. Personification

A.3. State your worries about cutting of trees and suggest at least one solution to overcome it 2 

AAA small thought put into action, led to a great achievement. Explain its significance with the 

help of the ending of the poem.

A.2.(b).Your class teacher has received the best teacher award. Prepare ten(10) questions to 

Interview her/ him.

2

2

5 Marks

Or

Write an e- mail to your class teacher to congratulate him/ her for receiving the best teacher 

award. Use the following language support/ hints 

Recipient (to)

Subject

Salutation

Message {1st , 2nd , 3rd paragraph )

E- mail Signature
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Std-XI 1st Unit Test Marks-25

Time-lhr 30mins Subject-Philosophy September 2019

Q1)A) Fill in the blanks choosing the correct option from the bracket 

1) A competitive debate Is called

(4)

(Vada Jalpa, Vidanta)

2) method was used in both Indian and western philosophies.

( Khandana Mandana, dialogue analysis)

is an astika darshana. (Nyaya Jaina,Charvaka)3)

4) evaluates an act to be good or bad as branch philosophy.

(Logic, Epitemology,Ethics)

B) Take the odd man out (3)

1) Dialogue, Debate, Analysis, Evaluation

2) Statistics, Logic, Physics, Poetics

3) Air, Water, Mountain, Fire

Q2) Distinguish Between (4)

1) Philosophy and Science

Q3) Write the answers in 20-25 words (6)

1) What is Astika Darshan?Exp!ain with an example

2) What is Philosophy?

3) What Is essence?

Q4) Write a short note on any two- (8)

1) Metaphysics

2 Virtue

3) Method of Dialogue
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Ql) A- Fill in the blanks:- (03)

is regarded as the father of Indian Sociology.1.

2. Emile Durkheim gave the theory of

3. Villages are a part of community.

(03)B- Match the column:-

1. Karl Marx M.N.Srinivas

Class struggle2. Socius

3. Dominant caste Society

(02)C- Concept Map

SCOPE OF SOCIOLOGY
❖

(06)Q2) Short Notes:- Any 2

1. Karl Marx's theory of class conflict.

2. Determinants of Dominant caste.

3. Elements of community.

(06)Q3) Distinguish between Any 2

1. Anomic and Egoistic suicide.

2. Society and Community.

3. Theological and Positive stage.

(05)Q5) Answer in detail Any 1

1. State the factors influencing the emergence of Sociology.

2. Give the characteristics if society.

***********



1st Unit Exam(2019-20)

Economics! F.Y.J.C)

Time: 1.30 hrs Marks: 25

Q1A) Choose the correct options. (3)

1) State ments related to wealth:
a) Wealth means anything which has market value and can be exchanged for 

money.
b\ It is external to human being.
c) Wealth has no Utility.
d) Wealth is scarce and exchangeable.

4) None of the above3) b,c and dOptions: 1) a,b and d 2) a,c and d

2) Arrange in the order of evolution of money.
a) Plastic money
b) Paper money
c) Electronic money
d) Credit money

4) c,b,a,d3) d;C,b,a2) a,b,c,dOptions.: 1) b,d,a,c

3) Statements that do not apply to Quartiles.
a) First arrange the values in ascending or descending order.

b) Observation can be divided into 4 parts
c) They are represented as Ql, Q2 and Q3.
d) Q2 is also known as median.

4) None of these3) a,b and cOptions: 1) a 2) b and c

(3)B) Complete the correlation:

:: Comforts : Washing machine.1) Necessity:

2) Free goody,: Value-in-use:: Economics goods :

: Transfer of value.3) Primary function of money: Medium of exchange::

(2)C) Suggest an economic term for the given statements:

1) The act of exchanging goods for goods-__

2) Provision for making payments in future..



*

Q2) Answer in short foe the following: (Any Two)

1) Explain the characteristics of human wants.
2) Calculate Q1 and Q3 for the following data. 

40,85,84,83,82,69,68,65,64,55,45
3) Explain Qualities of Money.

(6)

Q3) State with reasons* whether you agree or disagree with the following statement

(Any Two) (6)

1) Human wants change as per the seasons and preferences.
2) There are no difficulties in barter system.
3) Money can be sent anywhere through electronic means.
4) Median is also known as second Quartile.

(5)Q4) Answer in detail: (Any One)

1) Explain Function of money.
2) Fin d out D2 and D4 for the following data.

60Marks 5030 4010 20
9No. of students 1055 iJL 4

ALL THE BEST


